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ABSTRACT 

Monte Carlo analysis has become nearly ubiquitous since its introduction, now over 65 
years ago. It is an important tool in many assessments of the reliability and robustness 
of systems, structures or solutions. As the deterministic core simulation can be lengthy, 
the computational costs of Monte Carlo can be a limiting factor.  To reduce that compu-
tational expense as much as possible, sampling efficiency and convergence for Monte 
Carlo are investigated in this paper.  The first section shows that non-collapsing space-
filling sampling strategies, illustrated here with the maximin and uniform Latin hypercu-
be designs, highly enhance the sampling efficiency, and render a desired level of accu-
racy of the outcomes attainable with far lesser runs.  In the second section it is demon-
strated that standard sampling statistics are inapplicable for Latin hypercube strategies.  
A sample-splitting approach is put forward, which in combination with a replicated Latin 
hypercube sampling allows assessing the accuracy of Monte Carlo outcomes.  The as-
sessment in turn permits halting the Monte Carlo simulation when the desired levels of 
accuracy are reached.  Both measures form fairly noncomplex upgrades of the current 
state-of-the-art in Monte-Carlo based uncertainty analysis but give a substantial further 
progress with respect to its applicability. 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

 Monte Carlo is virtually universal, but computational expense is important barrier 

 A good sampling strategy and convergence assessment will improve applicability 

 Space-filling Latin hypercube designs are most efficient, should be generally used 

 Sample-splitting on replicated Latin hypercube designs allows assessing accuracy  

 Both measures are undemanding upgrades, but substantially boost the applicability  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The importance of identifying, characterising and displaying the uncertainties on the re-
sults of analyses of complex systems is progressively more recognised: many regulato-
ry standards and guidelines explicitly demand an uncertainty appraisal as part of a per-
formance assessment of structures, systems and solutions [1].  This appraisal of uncer-
tainties is naturally connected to the concepts of ‘reliability’ and ‘robustness’.  Reliability 
can be defined as the probability for a solution to function without failure during a given 
interval of time, while robustness can be described as the persistence of the characteri-
stic behaviour of a solution under uncertain conditions.  Reliability, in essence, focuses 
on the probability of failure, while robustness more generally targets the probability of a 
certain performance level.  But both concepts fundamentally require the assessment of 
probabilities, calling for the application of probabilistic methodologies rather than deter-
ministic techniques.  Or, quoting Oberkampf and co-authors, ‘realistic modelling and si-
mulation of complex systems must include the non-deterministic features of the system 
and the environment’ [2]. 
Sampling-based uncertainty analysis, via Monte Carlo approaches, plays a central role 
in this characterisation and quantification of uncertainty [3].  In reliability, three method-
ology levels are commonly distinguished [4].  Level I techniques only evaluate whether 
the reliability is sufficient or not, without quantifying the actual failure probability.  Level 
II techniques yield a simplified estimate of the failure probability via first and second or-
der reliability methods.  Level III techniques, finally, accurately calculate the failure pro-
bability, from exact probability density functions and limit state equations.  In this class, 
Monte-Carlo based uncertainty analysis is taken to be the most dependable technique, 
as it is widely applicable – certain guidelines and limitations are to be considered how-
ever [5]-[7].  An analogous formalism is not in place yet for robustness assessment, but 
similar inferences can be made: at the highest level quantification of the spread on the 
performance of structures, systems or solutions is desired, and Monte-Carlo based un-
certainty analysis similarly forms a frequently employed procedure.  
As a result applications of Monte-Carlo-based uncertainty analysis can now be found in 
virtually all engineering fields: from the study of electronic circuits [8], over the design of 
built structures [9], to the appraisal of nuclear waste sites [10]. Several other disciplines 
also use Monte-Carlo based uncertainty analysis [11]: selected evocative examples are 
health care optimisation [12], economic risk evaluation [13], and defence scenario com-
parison [14].  Monte-Carlo-based uncertainty analysis likewise takes on a progressively 
increasing share in generic reliability and robustness assessments, via its task in static 
[15] and dynamic [16] fault tree analyses.  Monte-Carlo methods are finally also applied 
as numerical integration methods [17].  All in all hence, in probabilistic modelling and si-
mulation, Monte Carlo appears nearly universal, and progressively so. 
The same is true for probabilistic analysis within building simulation.  A reliable assess-
ment of heat and mass transport in building materials, building components and whole 
buildings is central to reaching a sustainable, durable, healthy and comfortable built en-
vironment [18]-[21].  In this field of building design and diagnosis, application of deter-
ministic building simulation models can currently be considered as state-of-the-art.  
Most of the related parameters – material properties, boundary conditions, human acti-
ons – are however best characterised as stochastic variables.  Probabilistic modelling 
hence was introduced within building simulation over two decades ago [22],[23] and is 
current-ly taking a high flight [24]-[30].  Three main approaches to inserting the ‘uncer-
tainties of system and environment’ in building simulation models are in use [24]: sto-
chastic differential equations [22], first/second order reliability methods [26], and Monte 
Carlo sampling-based techniques [27].  While the first two decidedly have potential, 
Monte Carlo currently prevails due to the complex, non-linear and transient character of 
most building simulation analyses [28]-[30]. 
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In conventional Monte-Carlo-based uncertainty analysis a series of deterministic calcu-
lations is executed, each with differing input values – sampled from their respective dis-
tributions – to obtain probability distributions of the targeted outcomes.  Monte Carlo is 
hence inherently computationally expensive, particularly when the involved determinis-
tic calculation requires much computing time [31].  In that respect a minimisation of the 
number of required Monte Carlo runs is essential.  This can be obtained through a two-
prong approach: sampling designs should be highly efficient, and sampling convergen-
ce should be reliably quantified.  The latter permits halting the Monte Carlo analysis on-
ce suitably accurate outcomes have been reached, the former allows attaining such de-
sired accuracy levels with a minimal number of simulation runs. And while Monte Carlo 
is already past its 65th birthday [11], there appears to be room for improvement on both 
fronts.  Latin hypercube sampling has advanced sampling efficiency [32] but further op-
timisations currently remain unassessed [33]-[37].  Concerning convergence monitor-
ing, the achievements are scarce and fragmentary [38]-[42], and they moreover do not 
easily apply to advanced sampling designs.  This paper addresses both issues, via an 
empirical application on a building simulation benchmark case. It is finally remarked 
here that this paper focuses on robustness rather than reliability, or on the general un-
certainty of analysis outcomes rather than the low probability of failure events. This 
means that universal exploratory sampling designs are assessed while low probability 
sampling strategies – like importance sampling or subset simulation – are not dealt 
with.   
The paper is built up as follows. After a concise synthesis of the literature, the two intro-
ductory sections put forward the stochastic calculation object and the selected sampling 
strategies. Their sampling efficiency is assessed in the first core section, showing major 
performance gains for the space-filling Latin hypercube designs.  The second core sec-
tion combines replicated Latin hypercube designs with sample-splitting bootstrapping to  
monitor sampling convergence.  A closing example further demonstrates the benefits of 
improving sampling efficiency and monitoring sampling convergence.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Sampling efficiency and sampling convergence for Monte-Carlo based uncertainty ana-
lysis have been addressed earlier.  A concise synthesis of the relevant literature allows 
to better set the stage for this paper.   

2.1 Sampling efficiency 

The concept of ‘sampling efficiency’ can be best described as the number of simulation 
runs required to bring the variance on the targeted outcomes below a preset level, or in 
other words, to obtain a certain level of accuracy.  Sampling strategies that require less 
runs are termed ‘more efficient’.  Efficient sampling strategies are thus needed for maxi-
mal reduction of the computational expense of Monte Carlo analyses. 
A well known variance-reduction technique in Monte Carlo is Latin hypercube sampling, 
whose superiority over random sampling has been corroborated often already.  A theo-
retical analysis of the performance of Latin hypercube and basic random sampling was 
brought first by McKay and co-authors [32]: they found that Latin hypercube sampling is 
more efficient than random sampling when the desired output is monotonic in all inputs.  
Stein [43] improved on that by deriving that a single input having a non-zero main effect 
on the output is a sufficient condition for the superior efficiency of Latin hypercube sam-
pling.  Helton and Davis [44]-[45] made a wide-ranging applied investigation, based on 
a series of abstract problems.  They observed that Latin hypercube sampling mostly 
outperforms random sampling, also for non-monotonic problems.  By now, that conclu-
sion has been confirmed with a variety of other applications [46]-[49]. 
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The introduction of Latin hypercube sampling has been succeeded by further optimisa-
tions [33]-[37], which usually target a better space-filling character.  Extensive over-
views can be found in [50]-[54], two popular examples are the ‘maximin’ and ‘uniform’ 
Latin hypercube designs [50],[51]. To the author’s knowledge of the author, no actual 
evaluation of their sampling efficiency relative to normal Latin hypercube sampling has 
been made to date.  Several authors do consider maximin and uniform designs when 
evaluating the performance of metamodels [34],[55],[56], but the influences of the 
metamodelling method and the sampling strategy cannot be separated.  In this paper 
hence, such evaluation of the sampling efficiency of basic random versus standard, 
maximin and uniform Latin hypercube sampling designs is executed. 

2.2 Sampling convergence 

Besides use of efficient sampling designs, the ability to halt the analysis when sufficient 
accuracy has been reached equally allows reducing the calculation time of Monte Carlo 
simulations.  The possibility to sequentially add sampling runs and appropriate monitor-
ing of the sampling convergence are hence also important for maximal reduction of the 
computational expense of Monte Carlo analyses. 
For random sampling, the continuous addition of simulation runs is evident.  When only 
the mean of the targeted outcome is relevant, error estimates based on the variance on 
the mean – the variance on the targeted outcome divided by the current number of runs 
– can be used in a convergence criterion [38], an approach often applied in commercial 
packages [57]-[60].  For aggregated results – percentiles, distributions, ... – this direct 
error approach does not work though.  Batch statistics can be applied instead, as is 
mainly done in nuclear engineering and in radiological sciences [39]-[42].  The relevant 
set of outcomes is divided to subsets, the aggregated result is quantified for each sub-
set, and the variance on these aggregated results is derived.  This method is very much 
parallel to ‘sample-splitting’ bootstrap methods, very common in general statistics [61]-
[64]. 
These techniques are not directly applicable for Latin hypercube designs however.  The 
number of runs in a Latin hypercube sampling design is generally predetermined, albeit 
that methods to extend Latin hypercube designs are being proposed [65],[66].  Ran-
dom-sampling-based error estimates via the variance on the mean are furthermore not 
valid for Latin hypercube sampling.  A single Latin hypercube can in addition not be 
correctly split into subsets, since this would nullify the specific sampling design. Repli-
cated Latin hypercubes have been applied though to make a-posteriori accuracy esti-
mates [39],[40].  These replicates all were complete and self-sufficient sampling de-
signs though and the aim was to confirm the stability of the analysis outcomes.  In this 
paper, the concepts of replicated Latin hypercubes and sample-splitting bootstrapping 
are combined, to obtain the desired convergence monitoring and sequential addition for 
Latin hypercube sampling designs. 

3. CALCULATION OBJECT 

The fourth benchmark from in the HAMSTAD project [67] is taken as exemplary ‘calcu-
lation object’ in this study.  The HAMSTAD project formulated five benchmark simulati-
on exercises, for comparative testing of simulation models for heat and moisture trans-
fer in building components.  The fourth benchmark quantifies the hygrothermal respon-
se of a construction consisting of 100 mm of ceramic brick and 20 mm of interior finish, 
to variations in both the interior and the exterior boundary conditions over a period of fi-
ve days.  Further info on this benchmark exercise can be found in [67]-[68].  All simula-
tions are made with a numerical model for heat and moisture transfer in building com-
ponents [69]-[72]. 
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While the original benchmark quantifies temperature and moisture content fields in spa-
ce and time, this analysis restricts the outcome to the cumulated exchange of heat and 
moisture between the interior environment and construction.  In other words, simulation 
targets are the cumulated heat losses from, and the cumulated moisture gains to the in-
terior environment.  These are quantified by cumulating respectively the convective and 
radiative heat flows from interior zone to interior surface and the convective vapour flow 
from interior surface to interior zone: 
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in which HL (J/m2) are cumulated heat losses, MG (kg/m2) cumulated moisture gains, T 
(K) temperature, pv (Pa) partial vapour pressure, q (W/m2) heat flux, gv (kg/m2∙s) vapour 
flux, α (W/m2·K) surface heat transfer coefficient, β (kg/m2·s·Pa) surface vapour trans-
fer coefficient, τ (s) time, and subscripts i/si signify interior environment/interior surface. 
All HAMSTAD benchmarks are originally deterministic, and the probabilistic component 
hence needs to be specifically introduced.  For this academic application, two brick ma-
terial properties and two surface transfer coefficients are transformed into aleatory vari-
ables with uniform distributions: the brick’s capillary absorption coefficient may take va-
lues from 0.05 to 0.35 kg/m2·s0.5, the brick’s thermal conductivity from 0.5 to 1.1 W/m·K, 
the interior surface heat transfer coefficient from 5 to 11 W/m2·K, and the exterior surfa-
ce moisture transfer coefficient  from 5·10-8 to 35·10-8 kg/m2·s·Pa.  And while these four 
stochastic variables may not all explicitly represented in the HL and MG expressions in 
equation (1), they all do affect the q and gv, via the transfer properties or boundary con-
ditions [69].  Their ranges are determined such that all four variables have a significant 
impact on the benchmark outcomes while staying within acceptable physical limits. 

4. SAMPLING STRATEGIES 

A Monte Carlo analysis basically aims at performing a sufficiently large sequence of si-
mulations n, each with different values for the k input parameters, to dependably quan-
tify the probability distributions of the targeted outcomes.  Monte Carlo hence requires 
selecting n samples out of each of the k input parameter distributions.  Generally, the n 
k-tuples are first drawn from uniform distributions in the k-dimensional hypercube [0,1]k 
and afterwards transformed to a set of n samples satisfying the probability distributions 
of the k separate input parameters. Two major criteria for sampling designs are put for-
ward in [50],[51]: they should be ‘space-filling’ and ‘non-collapsing’. Without prior info 
on the functional behaviour of the outcomes, it is essential to obtain results for the full 
multi-parameter space (or k-dimensional hypercube).  Sampling points should therefore 
be evenly distributed, or ‘space-filling’.  Moreover, without prior info on the relative 
weights  of the different parameters (or dimensions), it is vital that no two design points 
coincide when projected onto a lower number of dimensions, or ‘non-collapsing’. 
Basic random sampling (BRS) makes use of standard pseudo-random numbers, from a 
random-number generator.  Basic random sampling is relatively simple but computatio-
nally expensive, as many runs are needed to sample the multi-parameter space in a re-
presentative way. This is illustrated in Figure 1 (top left), depicting BRS sampling points 
for 10 runs and 2 input variables.  The sampling points are shown with their root values 
in the two-dimensional hypercube, before being transformed to actual probability distri-
butions thus.  BRS is obviously neither space-filling nor non-collapsing. 
Latin hypercube sampling improves on the ‘non-collapsing’ part: each input distribution 
is divided into n equiprobable strata and each stratum is sampled randomly once.  LHS 
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designs are fairly easy to generate: k random permutations of integers 1 to n designate 
the strata to be sampled for each input parameter, complemented by random sampling 
in each selected stratum.  Figure 1 (top right) shows that LHS indeed gives non-collap-
sing designs.  That does not automatically translate into a space-filling design however: 
frequently correlations (for low k) and clusters (for high k) appear [73],[74]. This is 
shown in Figure 1 (top right) as well: the uniformity of the sampling points in the multi-
parameter space is far from optimal.  These spurious correlations in Latin hypercube 
can be remedied [73],[74], but such corrections are unfortunately very often not put to 
use [47]-[49]. 
Many different criteria are available in relation to the space-filling character of sampling 
designs: extensive overviews can be found in [50]-[54].  To maintain the ‘non-
collapsing’ property, only space-filling Latin hypercube designs are considered in this 
study.  It has extensively been shown that space-filling designs without Latin hypercube 
requirement put fairly many sampling points near the edges of the multi-parameter spa-
ce [34],[50],[51], [55], which is undesirable. 
For the study here, two common space-filling criteria are retained: ‘distance-based’ and 
‘uniformity-based’ designs [50],[51].  In distance-based sampling designs multi-dimensi-
onal distances between the sampling points are optimised, with maximin and minimax 
as best-known criteria [33].  Maximin sampling designs maximise the minimal distance 
between sampling points, minimax designs minimise the maximal distance; here the 
maximin criterion is applied (DIS).  In uniformity-based sampling designs, the discrep-
ancy of the set of sampling points – the global deviation from a uniform sampling point 
density – is minimised, with the centred and wrap-around discrepancy as best-known 
criteria [35].  Both discrepancies do not only assess the uniformity of the n sampling 
points within the k-dimensional hypercube [0,1]k but also the uniformity of all projections 
on a lower number of dimensions; here the centred discrepancy is used (UNI). 
The space-filling designs applied here are hence maximin and centred-discrepancy op-
timised LHS designs.  Generating such space-filling design is, contrary to BRS or LHS, 
a daunting task: this type of combinatorial optimisation problems is known as ‘NP-hard 
problems’, growing exponentially with the size of the sampling design [51].  For the de-
signs here the enhanced stochastic evolutionary algorithm of Jin and co-authors [75] is 
employed.  Examples of the DIS and UNI designs are shown in Figure 1 (bottom), illus-
trating their space-filling and non-collapsing properties. It should, in that respect, be no-
ted that space-filling Latin hypercube designs use midpoint sampling in the equiproba-
ble strata, in contrast to random sampling in standard Latin hypercube designs. 

5. SAMPLING EFFICIENCY 

This section assesses the sampling efficiency of the random (BRS) and Latin hypercube 
(LHS, DIS, UNI) sampling strategies by comparing their deviations from a reference so-
lution at equal number of runs.  For each strategy, four-parameter sampling designs are 
first generated in the [0,1]4 hypercube: these pointer variables are then converted to the 
uniform distributions of the actual uncertain variables put forward in section 3. 

5.1 Reference solution 

A 100000-run BRS Monte Carlo analysis serves as the reference solution, the basis for 
comparison of all other solutions.  The resulting cumulative distributions for HL and MG 
are shown in Figure 2.  For the remainder of the paper they are characterised with their 
mean (μHL, μMG) and standard deviation (σHL, μMG), which are collected in Table 1. It can 
be shown that similar conclusions are reached when employing other criteria, for exam-
ple median and interpercentile range, or the overall shape of the probability distribution.  
Figure 2 and Table 1 demonstrate the effect of the uncertain input parameters: a broad 
range of variation is observed for both HL and MG. 
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Table 1 contains the resulting reference μ and σ values, deduced from that 100000-run 
solution.  To assess their accuracy, standard deviations on the value are quantified, via 
sampling statistics [76] and bootstrapping [61],[62].  Sampling statistics suggests that:   

1
std( )

n

2
std( )

2 n 1 n

  

 
  



 (2) 

where n is the number of runs, μ the mean of the n-run analysis, σ the standard deviati-
on of the n-run analysis, κ the excess kurtosis of the n-run analysis, and std are the ex-
pected standard deviations on μ and σ.  Equation (2) hence implies that the accuracy of 
random-sampling-based Monte Carlo analysis depends on the probability distribution of 
the outcome and on the number of runs.  The expected standard deviations can equally 
be obtained with bootstrapping: the original 100000 results are resampled (with replace-
ment) for 100 times and means and standard deviations are computed for all resampled 
set.  Standard deviations on these are equivalent to the std’s obtained with equation (2).  
The standard deviations are finally normalised by division with μ, to get a relative devia-
tion.  Both std(μ) and std(σ) are indeed normalised by dividing by μ to come to a similar 
perspective on the accuracy of μ and σ. 
Results from the two approaches are collected in Table 1.  Overall the normalised stan-
dard deviations hover around 0.05% for HL and 0.1 % for MG, with decent agreements 
between the statistics and bootstrapping results.  Such normalised standard deviations 
represent the accuracy of the obtained μ and σ and can hence be taken as the lower li-
mit when assessing other Monte Carlo solutions.   They are assessed on their ability to 
estimate μHL, σHL, μMG and σMG, and there is hence no need for additional runs in a sam-
ling design once similar deviations from the reference solution are reached. 

5.2 Random sampling 

The sampling efficiency of BRS is evaluated for 10, 20, 50, 100, 250 and 500 runs.  To 
account for stochastic variations in the generation of random numbers, every n-run set 
is repeated ten times, considered as ‘one series’ here.  To obtain an even broader per-
spective, three series of ten repetitions of every n-run set are performed.  The BRS re-
sults are collected in Figure 3, comparing the BRS prediction of μ and σ to the referen-
ce solution.  It is obvious that all BRS results hover around the reference solutions and 
that the deviations from the reference solution reduce progressively with an increasing 
number of runs n, as predicted by equation (2). 
The same results are also shown in Figure 4, but now shown as normalised deviations 
from the reference solution (for every distinct n-run solution) and their root-mean-squa-
re averages (over a series of ten n-run solutions):    

 

i i ref ref
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in which norm. deviat. is the normalised deviation for each solution, norm. RMSD is the 
overall normalised root-mean-square deviation, μ/σref  the reference values for μ/σ, and 
μi/σi

 the solution for the ith repetition in the series.  The norm.RMSD are of course equal 
to the normalised standard deviations on μ and σ, and they hence represent the ‘avera-
ge relative deviation’ of all n-run Monte-Carlo solutions.  In other words, they represent 
the accuracy of the n-run Monte-Carlo results in relation to the reference solution.  Fur-
ther in this paper, results are often only shown as normalised root-mean-square devia-
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tions: it should be kept in mind that they actually represent a range of values, generally 
spanning one order of magnitude. 
The graphs in Figure 4 confirm that the accuracy of Monte Carlo results increases with 
increasing numbers of runs, hence falsifying the ‘100-run barrier’ as put forward by Lo-
mas and Eppel [23] and also MacDonald [77].  They suggested that the accuracy does 
not improve much once above 100 runs.  Equations (2) and (3) on the other hand indi-
cate that the accuracy is problem-dependent and Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate a conti-
nued decrease of the deviations with increasing numbers of runs.  Their ‘100-run barri-
er’ is hence brought about by their visualisation choices, and should not be taken as a 
correct guideline. 

5.3 LHS, DIS, UNI sampling 

The LHS sampling efficiency is evaluated similarly as BRS.  For the sampling efficiency 
of DIS and UNI, only 10, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 runs are investigated as the deviations 
at 100 runs are closing in on the accuracy limit of the reference solution (Table 1).  And 
as DIS and UNI are quasi-Monte-Carlo approaches – not involving actual random num-
bers – the generation of the ten repetitions is modified as well.  Instead of regenerating 
any random numbers, ten random permutations of the four columns of the original spa-
ce-filling design are used.  That also implies that executing three series is not meaning-
ful, as this many permutations of four columns are not available: therefore just a single 
series is simulated for DIS and UNI.   
The results are shown in Figures 5 (raw μ and σ values for every n-run set) and Figure 
6 (normalised root-mean-square deviations over the ten n-run sets of every series).  Fi-
gures 5 and 6 show that LHS substantially reduces the deviation from the reference so-
lutions, in comparison to the BRS results.  The non-collapsing sampling hence yields a 
significantly enhanced sampling efficiency.  Analogous conclusions are attained for DIS 
and UNI: they both give an increased accuracy, relative to BRS and LHS.  Space-filling 
sampling (see Figure 1) thus similarly improves the sampling efficiency.   

5.4 Discussion 

Figure 6 clearly depicts the improved sampling efficiency of non-collapsing Latin hyper-
cube sampling over basic random sampling, and of space-filling distance- and uniformi-
ty-based designs over standard Latin hypercube designs.  Relative to BRS, LHS needs 
on average 10 times less sampling points for the same accuracy of the estimated μ and 
σ.  DIS and UNI further improve the sampling efficiency with respectively a factor 7 and 
10, in comparison to standard LHS.  Contrary to the conclusion of Macdonald [77] thus, 
more optimal sampling strategies can be used to reduce the number of required simula-
tion runs in sampling-based uncertainty analyses, and resultantly lessen the computati-
onal cost of Monte-Carlo analyses.  The superior efficiency of LHS over BRS has been 
confirmed a number of times already, the superior performance of DIS & UNI over BRS 
& LHS, on the other hand, has not been empirically studied yet to the knowledge of the 
author.  It is established here that application of space-filling Latin hypercube sampling 
designs strongly improves the sampling efficiency over standard Latin hypercubes. 
Based on the work of Niederreiter [78] , Fang and co-authors [35] tackle the issue from 
the ‘discrepancy’ point of view, leading to interesting conclusions.  Quantifying of μHL/MG  
essentially involves the integration of HL/MG (equation 1) over the four-dimensional – 
four input parameters – unit hypercube, which in our case is approximated with Monte 
Carlo.  The Koksma-Hlawka inequality gives an upper limit for the approximation error: 

       *f f,P V f D P I I  (4) 

where I and I* are the actual and approximated integrals, f an integrand (HL or MG), V(f) 
the Hardy-Krause variation of f, P the sampling points’ set, and D(P) the discrepancy of 
that set.  More precise integration is hence obtained with sampling designs with a lower 
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discrepancy, or in other words, low-discrepancy sampling strategies are more efficient.  
Fang and co-authors [35] first demonstrate that this discrepancy is, in general, lower for 
LHS than for BRS, confirming the superior performance of LHS.  Their study furthermo-
re confirms that uniform designs have even lower discrepancies, supporting their higher 
sampling efficiency.  The same arguments are true for maximin designs, which also ha-
ve lower discrepancies than standard Latin hypercube designs.   
A concluding illustration of the relative sampling efficiency is brought in Figure 7, which 
presents cumulated probability distributions for the heat loss for 10 repetitions of a 100-
run Monte-Carlo analysis.  It is easily noted that space-filling designs like DIS and UNI 
perform much more robustly than BRS and LHS.   Our results hence corroborate cruci-
al advances in the sampling efficiency, and huge reductions in computational expense. 

6. SAMPLING CONVERGENCE 

While efficient sampling strategies may allow reaching a target accuracy with a minimal 
number of Monte-Carlo runs, the ability to halt the simulations when sufficient accuracy 
has been attained equally permits reducing the computational expense of Monte Carlo.  
An appropriate assessment of the sampling convergence and the possibility to sequen-
tially add sampling runs are thus also important.  This section introduces a general-pur-
pose method to those aims: a ‘sample-splitting bootstrap’ approach in combination with 
‘replicated Latin hypercube’ designs.  This will be developed stepwise below. 

6.1 Internal measure 

Earlier, in section 5, the accuracy of the Monte Carlo outcomes was evaluated by com-
parison with the reference solution. Since such reference solution is usually not availa-
ble, an internal measure of accuracy is preferred.  A first step toward this internal mea-
sure is replacing the root-mean-square deviation from the series of ten n-run analyses 
from a reference solution with the standard deviation within that series. These normali-
sed internal standard deviations are shown for all computed series in Figure 8. Clearly 
they compare very well with the original external deviations of Figure 6, which demon-
strates there is (virtually) no bias on the μ and σ estimates of BRS, LHS, DIS and UNI.   

6.2 Random sampling 

The previous section corroborated that internal standard deviations on μ and σ can reli-
ably quantify the accuracy of Monte-Carlo results.  Their calculation made use of multi-
ple n-run Monte-Carlo sets however, which is computationally expensive.  The internal 
standard deviations can though also be estimated from a single n-run set, from statisti-
cal theory, by use of equation (2).  By inserting the σ and κ of the distribution of the tar-
geted outcome, the resultant std(μ) and std(σ) are internal single-n-run-set based devi-
ations, indicating the overall accuracy of μ and σ.  These internal single-n-run-set devi-
ations are compared to the original external 10-n-run-sets deviations in Figure 9: the fi-
gure shows that both measures agree well from a global point of view.  This technique 
is therefore implemented in many commercial packages [58]-[60].  Figure 9 however al-
so shows that the internal standard deviations no longer indicate the actual deviations 
from the reference solutions: instead they should be considered as an indicator of the 
order of magnitude for the accuracy of n-run Monte Carlo results. Standard bootstrap-
ping can also be used to attain these internal single-n-run-set based deviations: it has 
been shown previously that this approach gives similar results.   
A BRS Monte Carlo analysis can thus be continued by sequentially adding single Mon-
te Carlo runs, until the resulting deviations on μ and σ fall below the desired level. The 
next paragraph will indicate though that such strategy is not usable for Latin hypercube 
designs.  An alternative, ‘reduced bootstrapping without replacement’ or ‘sample-split-
ting’ [63],[64], is verified here first for random sampling, and is later applied for the Latin 
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hypercube sampling strategies.  After n runs, the n outcomes are randomly split into m 
groups.  Averages and standard deviations are calculated for every group, which then 
yield standard deviations on these averages and standard deviations. The internal sin-
gle-n-run-set based accuracy indicators for μ and σ are then [39][63],[64],[79]: 

 

 

m 1 m

m 1 m

std( ) std avg m

std( ) std std m





 

 
 (5) 

 
where n is the number of runs, m the number of sample-splitting groups, μ the average 
of a n-run solution, σ the standard deviation of a n-run solution, avg1-m the averages for 
the m sample-splitting groups, std1-m the standard deviations for the m sample-splitting 
groups, stdm the standard deviation of these m averages and standard deviations, and 
std the expected internal standard deviation. 
The predicted std’s and their root-mean-squares are also collected in Figure 9.  For the 
study here,  only five groups are applied for sample-splitting, while higher numbers are 
advocated in literature [63],[64].  It can be seen though that such low number of sam-
ple-splitting groups gives results very similar to the sampling statistics, and that they 
moreover compare well with the original external deviations, at least in reference to 
their global order of magnitude. 

6.3 LHS, DIS, UNI sampling 

Unlike random sampling based Monte Carlo, Latin hypercube sampling schemes do not 
easily allow sequentially adding simulation runs till the desired accuracy is reached: the 
number of runs is usually determined before starting the Monte Carlo analysis (although 
multi-level or sequential Latin hypercube designs are being introduced [65],[66]) and 
that translates to the number of equiprobable strata applied. Only when all planned 
samples have been run is the representative sampling of the separate parameter 
spaces, and of the multi-parameter space, obtained.  Any intermediate result is there-
fore not necessarily better than its related BRS result (at the same number of runs). 
Assessing the sampling convergence of standard Latin hypercube sampling results is 
equally trying: while Latin hypercube is a variance-reduction technique, no continuous 
quantification of how much the variance actually is is available.  Standard bootstrapping 
cannot be used, as this equally ignores the specific sample selection, and the sampling 
statistics’ equation (2) is neither valid for Latin hypercube sampling designs.  
Assessment of the sampling convergence and sequential addition of sampling runs can 
however be made possible by use of replicated Latin hypercubes, as first introduced by 
Iman [39] and further developed by McKay [79]. Instead of the single n-run Latin hyper-
cube design, McKay has suggested to use permutated repetitions of smaller designs to 
reach the set number of runs n.  Such replicated designs hence allow adding additional 
runs to a Monte Carlo analysis, albeit in blocks of runs instead of single runs.  The rep-
licated designs moreover allow monitoring the convergence of the Monte Carlo results, 
since they can be used as the sample-splitting groups in the suggested reduced boot-
strapping approach.  The combination of replicated Latin hypercube designs and sam-
ple-splitting bootstrapping hence permits halting a Latin hypercube Monte Carlo analy-
sis when the desired level of accuracy has been reached. 
Exemplarily, it is developed here based on the 100-run UNI set.  Instead of the original 
100-sample uniform sampling design, five random variations (column permutations) of 
the 20-point uniform design are used to obtain the 100 desired samples.  The resulting 
normalised (root-mean-square) external deviations (deviation from the reference soluti-
on) of this replicated approach are compared with the original n-run deviations in Figure 
10.  It is obvious that the replicated uniform designs lead to similar performances as the 
original designs. An additional improvement can be obtained by splitting a 100-run UNI 
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design into a number of smaller subdesigns, each with an optimal uniformity within tho-
se constraints [12], but for the development here the pure replication approach is assu-
med sufficient. 
The replicated approach in turn consequentially also allows application of sample-split-
ting, based on the different 20-run sets, via equation (5), to reach the desired accuracy 
estimates.  The normalised internal standard deviations, as predicted with sample-split-
ting, are also shown in Figure 10.  For the values at 100 runs five resampling groups of 
20 runs each are applied, at 80 runs four resampling groups, ...  Minimally two sample-
splitting groups are needed, so 40 runs is the lower limit for the replicated 20 approach.  
The comparison with the original external deviations for the replicated 20 indicates that 
sample-splitting reliably predicts the accuracy of the obtained μ and σ.  This is also va-
lid for the 40-run results, based on just two resampling groups. 

6.4 Discussion 

The previous section demonstrated that non-collapsing space-filling sampling designs 
allow obtaining a certain accuracy of the targeted outcomes with far less runs than ba-
sic random sampling.  Determining the number of runs required to arrive at the desired 
level of accuracy is a different matter altogether, specially for Latin hypercube sampling 
designs.  In standard applications of these, the number of runs is to be predetermined.  
Moreover, no easy quantification of the variances on the targeted outcomes is possible, 
hindering an evaluation of the accuracy of the obtained results. 
To resolve both issues, a general-purpose method for gauging the accuracy of Latin hy-
percube Monte Carlo results has been put forward.  It has been shown that root-mean-
square deviations from the reference solution can be reliably estimated by the internal 
standard deviations on the resulting μ and σ.  It has moreover been shown that the lat-
ter can be estimated with a sample-splitting approach. Combination with the replicated 
Latin hypercube sampling designs (illustrated here for UNI but equally applicable to DIS 
and LHS) allows evaluating the variances on the Monte Carlo outcomes, which in turn 
permits halting the calculation when the desired accuracy levels are reached. It should 
be kept in mind however that, as mentioned before, that the internal measures of accu-
racy only provide an order of magnitude, and not a sharp result. 
This is illustrated in Figure 11 (left), confronting the external deviation – the actual devi-
ation from the reference solution – with the internal deviation – the estimate of the devi-
ation based on sample-splitting – for every distinct n-run set performed in the BRS and 
replicated UNI investigation.  It can be seen that a fair agreement exists, but a serious 
amount of noise is present as well.  The same is true though when comparing external 
deviations with internal deviations from equation (2), this time only for the BRS sets (Fi-
gure 11, right).  The introduced sample-splitting approach for quantification of the accu-
racy thus gives a reliability similar to that of sampling statistics, but is far more generally 
applicable.  And while the developments here have focused on the mean and the stan-
dard deviation, these can easily be replaced by other measures as well. 

7. CLOSING EXAMPLE 

To yet again show the merits of improving sampling efficiency and monitoring sampling 
convergence, a probabilistic design of the natural ventilation for a single-family house is 
executed here.  To prevent excessive interior humidity or poor interior air quality, the air 
change rates of residential buildings should remain above a certain lower limit; similarly 
a certain upper limit is desired to avoid undue energy consumption or possible draught 
complaints.  Since the uncertainty on the driving forces for natural ventilation – thermal  
stack and wind pressure – is fairly significant, a probabilistic design method is required 
to obtain a reliable ventilation solution. 
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The calculation object used here is a case introduced in [80][81]: natural ventilation of a 
test house in Sweden. Based on the characteristics of test house and building location, 
the following expression for the air change rate caused by thermal stack and wind pres-
sures was developed: 

2 1.5 4 2 3
corr 1 2 3 1 2 3

3 2 2 5 4 2 4
1 1

1 2 3 2 2 2
2 2

2 2 1.5 3 3 2 3
3 3

ACH A s T s T s T w v w v w v

s 1.38 10 1/ h K w 4.95 10 s / h m

s 3.38 10 1/ h K w 5.46 10 s / h m

s 4.3110 1/ h K w 1.04 10 s / h m

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 (6) 

where ACH [1/h] is the air change rate of the house, Acorr [-] the ratio of the required and 
current areas of leakage openings, ∆T [K] the interior-exterior temperature difference, v 
[m/s] the wind speed at the site of the house, and si and wi are coefficients.  The values 
for wi given here relate only to winds coming from the South, and for reasons of brevity 
the analysis is restricted to that wind direction only.  Extension to the complete range of 
wind directions is straightforward though. 
The uncertain parameters for this example are the temperature difference and the wind 
speed, distributions of which were drawn from 40-year climate sets [80]: a normal distri-
bution for ∆T with mean 10.2 K and standard deviation 3.8 K, a Weibull distribution for v 
with scale parameter 2.51 m/s and shape parameter 2.33.  The correlation between the 
two parameters was moreover shown to be negligible.  The lower and upper limit for the 
air change rate of are set here at 0.4 /h and 1.0 /h.  While these specific values can cer-
tainly be debated, they are sufficiently reasonable for the example at hand. The specific 
design objective is the most reliable ventilation, by minimising the probability of an ACH 
outside of the set range, through modifications of the design factor Acorr.  The probability 
of unfit ventilation is quantified via Monte Carlo, using the “replicated 20” approach with 
UNI sampling designs, and with the convergence limit set at a relative error of 5 %.  For 
better stability that probability is derived analytically, via a lognormal distribution fitted to 
the Monte Carlo outcomes [80], instead of using the simple hits outside the 0.4 /h and 1 
/h interval. 
The converged Monte Carlo outcomes for ACH, shown as the fitted lognormal distributi-
ons and probabilities of unfit ventilation, are collected in Figure 12 (left) for Acorr 1.5, 2.1, 
and 2.7.  The most reliable ventilation solution is found for Acorr at 2.1, with an unfit ven-
tilation probability of about 8.5 %.  For this specific solution, the converged Monte Carlo 
outcome results from 40 runs, at which the relative error is already just below 4 %.  The 
same analysis is finally performed with BRS sampling designs, attaining a similar result 
but necessitating 3100 runs to reach the 5 % convergence criterion.  The convergence 
of the UNI and BRS Monte Carlo analyses is illustrated in Figure 12 (right): the UNI-ba-
sed analysis gets down to 1 % relative error at 200 runs, while the BRS-based analysis 
requires several tens of thousand runs to attain the same level of convergence.  These 
observations once more illustrate the benefits of the developments in this paper: ‘moni-
toring sampling convergence’ permits the cessation of Monte Carlo analyses when suf-
ficient accuracy is reached, ‘improving sampling efficiency’ allows the attainment of that 
accuracy with a minimal number of Monte Carlo runs. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

Monte Carlo analysis has become nearly ubiquitous since its introduction, now over 65 
years ago.  It is an important tool in many assessments of the reliability and robustness 
of systems, structures or solutions.  That is equally true for the stochastic simulation of 
heat and moisture transfer in whole buildings, building components and building materi-
als, where the application of Monte-Carlo-based uncertainty analysis currently prevails.  
As the deterministic core simulation may at times be very lengthy however, the compu-
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tational costs of Monte Carlo can be a limiting factor.  To reduce that computational ex-
pense as much as possible hence, this paper has studied sampling efficiency and con-
vergence for Monte Carlo. 
In a first section it was shown that non-collapsing space-filling sampling designs, exem-
plified here with maximin and uniform designs, highly improve sampling efficiency, ren-
dering the desired level of accuracy of the targeted outcomes attainable with far lesser 
runs.  Use of space-filling Latin hypercube designs is hence generally recommendable.  
In a second section it was demonstrated that sampling statistics or standard bootstrap-
ping are not applicable for Latin hypercube sampling strategies.  Instead, a replication-
based Latin hypercube sampling was proposed, giving similar performance as the rela-
ted original design.   This replication strategy was combined with a sample-splitting ap-
proach, allowing quantification of the accuracy of the Monte Carlo results and thus per-
mitting to halt the analysis when sufficient accuracy is obtained. 
Both measures form fairly noncomplex upgrades of the current state-of-the-art in Mon-
te-Carlo-based uncertainty analysis, but lead to an important further progress with res-
pect to its applicability. 
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TABLES 

Table 1. μ and σ for HL and MG from the reference solution, with normalised standard 
deviations on these values. 

μHL [MJ] σHL [MJ] μMG [kg] σMG [kg] 

14.97 3.112 3.406 0.9519 

normalised standard deviations: statistics 

0.07 % 0.05 % 0.09 % 0.11 % 

normalised standard deviations: bootstrap 

0.06 % 0.04 % 0.08 % 0.10 % 

 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG 1. Sampling desings for BRS (top left), LHS (top right), DIS (bottom left), UNI (bot-
tom right): full markers are the actual sampling points, hollow markers are their projec-
tions onto the two separate dimensions. 

FIG 2. Cumulated probability distributions for the HL and MG reference solutions. 

FIG 3. Predicted μ and σ for BRS with different number of runs n; the black lines indica-
te the reference solutions (full: μ; dashed: σ). 

FIG 4. Normalised (root-mean-square) deviations from the reference solutions, for  
three series of ten n-run BRS sets.  Hollow markers depict the normalised deviations, 
lines show their root-mean-square averages. 

FIG 5. LHS (top) and DIS & UNI (bottom) predicted μ and σ with different number of 
runs n; the black lines indicate the reference solutions (full: μ; dashed: σ). 

FIG 6. Normalised root-mean-square deviations from the reference solutions, for three 
BRS and LHS series and one DIS and UNI series. 

FIG 7. Cumulated probability distributions of HL for a series of ten 100-run Monte Carlo 
simulations, in comparison to the reference solution (black curve). 

FIG 8. Normalised internal standard deviations for all series of ten n-run Monte-Carlo 
sets. 

FIG 9. Normalised external deviations and normalised internal standard deviations (sta-
tistical and sample-split) for one BRS series of ten n-run Monte-Carlo sets. Hollow mar-
kers depict the normalised deviations, lines show their root-mean-squares. 

FIG 10. Normalised external deviations and normalised internal standard deviations 
(sample-split) for the original UNI results and the replicated-20 UNI results.  Hollow 
markers depict the normalised deviations, lines show their root-mean-squares. 

FIG 11. Comparison of normalised external deviations and normalised internal deviati-
ons – based on sample-splitting estimates – for separate n-run sets from the BRS and 
replicated UNI investigation (left); comparison of normalised external deviations and 
normalised internal deviations – based on sampling-statistics estimates – for separate 
n-run sets from the BRS (right). 

FIG 12. Resulting ACH distributions for Acorr 1.5, 2.1, 2.7, and the related probabilities 
of unfit ventilation (left); comparison of the convergence of the Monte Carlo analyses 
using UNI and BRS designs for the optimal Acorr 2.1 (right). 
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FIG 1. BRS, LHS, DIS, UNI sampling designs: full markers 

are actual sampling points, hollow markers are projections 

onto the two separate dimensions.
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FIG 2. Cumulated probability distributions for the HL and MG reference solutions.

FIG 3. Predicted μ and σ for BRS with different number of runs n; the black lines indica-

te the reference solutions (full: μ; dashed: σ).
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FIG 8. Normalised internal standard deviations for all series of ten n-run Monte-

Carlo sets.
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(statistical and sample-split) for one BRS series of ten n-run Monte-Carlo sets. Hol-
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